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ABSTRACT

Background: During recent decades, various factors have modified the nurse–physician professional relationship pattern in hospital settings. The present study investigates the typology and dynamics of this relationship as well as the effects of social structures and the actors’ agency by considering the gender variable in two professional groups of nurse and physician.

Materials and Methods: A survey was conducted in 2009 using a quota sampling method of 100 female nurses and male physicians in four hospitals in Tehran.

Results: The study revealed three distinct patterns of nurse–physician professional relationship including “dependence–independence,” “nondominance–dominance,” and “cooperation–participation.” Occupational socialization, gender stereotypes, organization support, and actors’ agency were discovered as the most effective factors.

Conclusions: Observing caution in generalizing the results, the predominant relationship pattern was derived from the persistence of gender stereotypes in the occupational context. Although there is a paradigm shift in the relational and embodied structures, balancing power resources are being formed by younger nurses who require more organizational support to improve the professional fulfilment and authority.
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INTRODUCTION

While both patients and professionals benefit from a strong professional alliance,8 evidence shows that a conflict between physician and nurse continuously leads to negative outcomes in health services.2,3 Studies have illustrated that nurses’ autonomy and professional fulfilment are strongly influenced by their interactions with physicians.4-7 Historically, nursing is viewed as a women’s job.8 While the American nurses’ gender ratio (male:female) is reported to be 1:9.5,8 the percentage of women’s entry to American medical schools has increased only from 26% to 37% during 1997–2012.10 In Iran, this ratio has been reported to be 1–7 in recent years,11 with female doctors gradually increasing.12 After 1967, some important social changes had an impact on this relationship.13 The American Nurses Association statement (1980), as an effective organizational stream, emphasized on clinical autonomy and nurse–physician collaborative relationships through the acceptance of separate and combined spheres of activity, responsibility, and accountability.3 Subsequently, in 1983, the American Academy of Nursing identified a new model that attracted and retained nurses in 41 Magnet hospitals.14 Recent studies of Magnet hospitals revealed three relational patterns including collaborative, hostile, and student–teacher relationship.3 However, it may continue to change over time due to the current trends in the position of women in societies.14
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The studies on Iranian nurses also clarify a poor socioeconomic position of nurses\cite{15,16} and the dissatisfaction of making decisions and professional control levels\cite{17,18}.

In summary, this relationship should be considered as a multidimensional phenomenon that depends on economic, social, and cultural factors, especially the gender distribution at work, which is argued, has remained one of the most effective factors in nurses’ experience. Considering the fact that related studies are mostly on microlevel fields and are conducted by health service researchers who sparsely covered a number of issues, the authors were motivated to design the first study of nurse–physician professional relationship from a sociological viewpoint in Iran.

This study aims to provide answers to the following questions:
- What patterns of female nurse–male physician relationship can be found in the Iranian context?
- What is the impact of institutional structures (social, economic, and organizational policies) and embodied structures (skills and habits) on the patterns?
- How does the agency affect power relations among male physicians and female nurses?

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Theoretical framework**
As a core hypothesis, we pursue the idea that nursing reflects broad historical and social changes in the society\cite{14}. Based on Greth and Mills’s sociological concept on character and social structure, the professional power assessment in a typical job such as nursing for women and medicine for men clarify their status in the organization and society\cite{19}. According to Lopez and Scott (2000), social structure has three manifestations, namely, institutional, relational, and embodied, which include a wide range of factors, ranging from the microlevel interactions to meso-organizational level, to the macrolevel structures of economical and sociocultural type, including gender\cite{20}. Drawing on the above, the variables are defined in Figure 1.

**Dependent variables: Patterns of nurse–physician relationship**
Based on the reviewed literature, along with the findings derived from the in-depth interviews with nurses, a triple scale of the nurse–physician relational patterns was developed. The patterns of the conceptual definitions and the related items are listed in Table 1.

**Non-dominant–dominant pattern**
The concept of medical dominance is determined based on two interconnected dimensions, that is, the ability to control its own occupational activities (autonomy) and the control over the work of others (dominance)\cite{21}. The physician–nurse relationship is a major image of the medical dominance and the persistence of society traditional structure\cite{22}.

**Dependent–independent pattern**
The American Nurses Association defined nursing as an independent field of practice in addition to a traditional dependent function, which is linked to physicians\cite{23}. Indeed, nurse’s autonomy refers to the ability to act according to one’s knowledge and judgment, providing nursing care within the full scope of practice\cite{24}; this can be influenced by policy makers, employers, public expectations, and particularly nurses’ self-confidence and skills\cite{25}. However, some female nurses, despite their...
expertise, learn consciously or unconsciously to maintain the physicians’ superior status.\textsuperscript{[12,14]}

**Collaboration and participation pattern**
This pattern describes the interactions in which professionals work together cooperatively with shared responsibility\textsuperscript{[24]} and are provided strategies for professional fulfillment, enhancing autonomy and control over the practice and clinical judgments in work places.\textsuperscript{[25,26]}

**Subjects and questionnaire**
A survey was conducted on 50 nurses and 50 physicians using a quota sampling method from four hospitals in the capital area. Nevertheless, in the preliminary design, 220 questionnaires were considered, for two groups from 9 hospitals with 5 questioners, during the sampling process (1 May up to 30 June 2009), the scholars succeeded to achieve the acceptance of 67 physicians from 4 hospitals to be surveyed, and from among the distributed questionnaires after 3–5 times of follow-up, approximately 50 physicians and 89 nurses responded completely to the questionnaires. In conformity with the necessity of a balanced distribution in comparative studies, the sample was minimized to 50 female nurses with a bachelor’s degree and 50 male physicians who enjoyed a stable employment position with at least 1 year experience in the profession.

Two questionnaires were designed based on the literature, field observations, and an expert panel, which consisted of demographic items including age (years), job experience (years), and socioeconomic status as well as seventy-seven main items on a six-point Likert-type scale with options ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree.” All items of the two questionnaires were alike, with the exception of the items concerning the participant’s agency which, included the professions’ daily tasks. The data analysis was performed using SPSS version 15 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

The face validity of the questionnaires was evaluated during a pilot study by asking potential responders for clarification. Content validity was achieved based on the theoretical framework, practical literature, and experts’ judgments. The items reliability was confirmed by Cronbach’s alpha coefficient ($\alpha > 0.8$).

**Ethical considerations**
The ethical issues of the study involved providing the purpose, description, and the research design to the participants; ensuring confidentiality and anonymity, participants’ informed consent, and volunteering to take part in the study. Moreover, this study was confirmed by the research committee of the related medical sciences universities.

**Results**

**Sociodemographic characteristics**
According to Table 2, the nurses had a lower average age (37 years) compared to the physicians (42 years); both groups shared a job experience average of 13 years. In addition, comparing the physicians’ socioeconomic class origin score mean (3.16) with nurses’ (2.84) shows that the physicians belonged to families of a higher socioeconomic status.

**Relational patterns**
The findings revealed that the highest mean value was related to the independent–dependent pattern and the lowest to that of the cooperation and participation pattern [Table 3]. In addition, the nurses’ multiple regression analysis results clarify occupational socialization, and gender stereotypes offer the greatest determinate factors on the non-dominant–dominant pattern and the physicians’ professional authority, occupational socialization, and organizational support strongly influence this pattern.

Based on the adjusted $R^2$, the independent variables determine 35% of the changes of first pattern in the physicians and 25% in the nurses [Table 4].

In the dependent–independent pattern, gender stereotypes and occupational socialization among nurses were noticeably effective. Whereas, according to physicians’ opinions, only occupational socialization was effective. Based on the adjusted $R^2$, the independent variables described 29% of the changes of the first pattern in the physicians and 25% in the nurses group [Table 4].

In regards to the cooperation–participation pattern within the nurses, two variables were distinctly affected; in a positive manner, the agency was an effective factor whereas gender stereotypes created a negative impact. In contrast, occupational socialization negatively affected the physicians’ relational pattern, whereas physicians’ power has a positive effect. In addition, nurses’ role management and communication skills created a positive impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: The respondents sociodemographic variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job experience (year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic class origin*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The respondents’ socioeconomic class origin was assessed based on the scores sums mean of three variables; father’s educational and income levels and their subjective evaluation about their families’ socioeconomic class
Alternatively, the physicians’ communication skills provided a negative impact on this pattern. Based on the $R^2$, the independent variables described 19% of changes of second pattern in the physicians and 21% in the nurses [Table 4].

**DISCUSSION**

**Professional socialization and gender**

This study findings support the dependent–independent pattern ubiquity. Other studies emphasize an average level of nurses’ clinical decision-making in care process and continuity of a physician-centred culture in Iran. On the other hand, both groups exhibited a moderate level of gender stereotypes [Table 3] supporting the existence of gendered norms and values.

A significant finding that emerged from this study was regarding the gender stereotype factor which distinctly had an impact on the relational patterns, however, while the physicians’ gender stereotypes were in a higher level than...
those of nurses’ [Table 3]; the impact did not reveal itself in the relational patterns [Tables 4]. In other words, only the nurses’ gender stereotypes positively impacted the first and second patterns, and negatively impacted the cooperation and participation pattern. Thus, it seems, the self-confidence variable can be considered as one of authority pillars among Iranian nurses. Therefore, it is mentioned as a root factor of nurses’ powerlessness and the feeling of inferiority toward doctors. [16,17]

On the other hand, while the younger nurses were mostly self-categorized in the cooperation and participation pattern, the older and more experienced nurses were self-categorized in the first and second patterns. Moreover, the occupational socialization has been found as the most effective factor among the physicians.

These results are confirmed by other evidences. Social and cultural factors, organizational culture, and gender socialization in Iran inhibit the nurses’ agency. [18] The element of patriarchy [19] that stabilizes the gendered norms in the educational and organizational systems [18] further supported the nurse–physician relationship and gender stereotypes.

There are some studies that have focused on the improvement of nurses’ decision making skills. [5,28,29] Moreover, the enhancement of collaborative education for medical and nursing students is recommended, particularly in cultures with a hierarchical model of interprofessional relationships. [28]

**Distribution of power sources and organization supports**

According to the findings, the nurses’ power proportion in actions was lower than those of physicians’. In other words, nurses were considered to be a failed actor, unsuccessful in their interactions, while both groups utilized approximately a similar range of the active actions [Table 3]. It is important to emphasize that while nurses fared worse than the physicians in professional privilege, as well as, wage, administrative support, and professional role pressure confirming other studies, [15,16] there are no noticeable differences regarding their skills and habits levels [Table 3]. This can be associated partly to the similar socioeconomic class and the chances to obtain social skills during their initial socialization [Table 2].

Thus, it seems in spite of female’s competences, the opportunities for physicians as a man are better than nurses as a woman in professional spaces. Therefore, traditional structures act as a rewarding system for the dominant role to male physicians. Iranian nurses have frequently argued the organization support would bring them the feeling of confidence. [18] Thus, supportive organizational structures [30] as well as gender equity and positive attitudes toward females’ roles are valued in the society and are the main cores for nurses’ empowerment. [5]

**The role of agency in balanced power relationships**

Regardless of the data regarding male physicians’ privileges, the findings show that the quality of nurses’ agency affects the cooperation–participation pattern. However, wherever nurses’ gender stereotypes were more severe, the relationship was less likely to follow the third pattern, and whenever the nurses’ authority level increased, the professional relationships were more closely based on the third model [Table 4].

Consequently, the authoritative relationships could be overcome by an individual agency in certain circumstances and compensated for the structural inferiority, most commonly when nurses have adequate expertise. [18] In contrast with the physicians, when the impact of occupational socialization decreased, the agency and the skills of role management and communication became more salient. Indeed, it can be shown as an integrated role of structure and agency in forming social roles and actions. [20]

Another aspect of the study revealed that nurses’ actions were more passive than those of the physicians because of the lack of administrative support and the fear of job loss. In contrast, a few younger physicians complained of younger nurses’ aggressive behaviour or verbal violence. In addition, in the margin of the questionnaire, some nurses added that they routinely ignored physicians’ advice as a balancing act. These findings demonstrate a part of the power source utilized by nurses.

**Conclusion**

Regardless of its generalizability, this study reveals that there is a paradigm shift in the dynamic of relational and embodied structures, nevertheless the following facts remain stubbornly omnipresent: The nurse–physician relationship pattern is mostly based on the traditional patterns of power relations and gender stereotypes.

The limitation of the study is physicians’ low cooperation to provide consent to be surveyed and a high number of missing data. Thus, this study recommendations include extending qualitative researches and supplementary quantitative studies, systematically restructuring the education curriculums’ of both medicine and nursing to include a value-centred approach toward interdisciplinary collaboration, and defining nurses’ job description based on the advanced standard models which enhance competence in the clinical expertise, promoting economic value of nursing tasks, and reducing work-related pressures. Moreover, fundamentally running on the principles of
equity and justice in the society regarding gendered roles is suggested as a long term intervention.
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